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Abstract
Endoscopic full-thickness resection (EFTR) has emerged as a viable technique in 
the management of mucosal and subepithelial lesions of the gastrointestinal tract 
(GIT) not amenable to conventional therapeutic approaches. While various 
devices and techniques have been described for EFTR, a single, combined full-
thickness resection and closure device (full-thickness resection device, FTRD 
system, Ovesco Endoscopy AG, Tuebingen, Germany) has become commercially 
available in recent years. Initially, the FTRD system was limited to use in the 
colorectum only. Recently, a modified version of the FTRD has been released for 
EFTR in the upper GIT as well. This review provides a broad summary of the 
FTRD, highlighting recent advances and current challenges.

Key Words: Endoscopic full-thickness resection; Full-thickness resection device; 
Colorectal neoplasm; Subepithelial lesions; Scarred non-lifting polyps
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Core Tip: Endoscopic full-thickness resection (EFTR) is an emerging technique for 
tissue resection of lesions in the gastrointestinal tract (GIT) not amenable to conven-
tional resection approaches. The novel full-thickness resection device (FTRD) is a 
combined full-thickness resection and closure device that allows for EFTR of lesions in 
the GIT. EFTR with FTRD is feasible, safe, and efficacious and should be considered as 
a viable option for resection of select lesions in the lower and upper GIT.
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INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, flexible endoscopic removal of gastrointestinal neoplasms has been accomplished by 
standard polypectomy, endoscopic mucosal resection (EMR), or endoscopic submucosal dissection 
(ESD). More recently, endoscopic full-thickness resection (EFTR) has emerged as a complementary 
resection technique for the removal of colorectal lesions, particularly for lesions that are scarred or non-
lifting, early cancers with deeper invasion, and subepithelial lesions, where resection via standard 
endoscopic techniques is difficult or not possible[1,2]. EFTR also has the potential added benefit of 
decreasing procedural time and providing a minimally-invasive organ-sparing alternative approach, 
obviating need for surgery. As its name implies, EFTR refers to the technique whereby a lesion is 
resected endoscopically in its entirety including all layers of the gastrointestinal wall[1]. The two main 
techniques for EFTR include the “resect and close” method, where the full-thickness resection is 
performed first exposing the peritoneal cavity, followed by complete closure of the defect, and “close 
and resect” method, where approximation of the wall layers deep to the lesion is performed first 
followed by full-thickness resection without exposure and contamination of the peritoneum. Various 
strategies and devices have been developed to accomplish EFTR, including but not limited to needle-
knives, ESD knives, nylon loop accompanied by standard through-the-scope clips, omental patches, 
endoscopic plicating and suturing devices, and endoscopic staplers[3-9]. These methods will not be 
covered in this review.

Recently, a single, combined full-thickness resection and closure device referred to as the full-
thickness resection device (FTRD system, Ovesco Endoscopy AG, Tuebingen, Germany) has become 
available and is quickly being adopted across centers worldwide to accomplish EFTR. Its appeal over 
other strategies includes the ability to perform resection and closure with a single device integrating an 
over-the-scope clip (OTSC) and electrosurgical snare. It can offer a safe and nonsurgical alternative for 
removal of lesions that may be challenging to resect with conventional endoscopic methods and might 
otherwise require surgery. Main indications for the FTRD include non-lifting or scarred polyps, partially 
resected or residual polyps with submucosal fibrosis, early cancers, subepithelial lesions, and diagnostic 
EFTR for pathologic assessment of the gut wall. It is approved for use in the colorectum, and recently, 
received additional approval from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration for use in the upper 
gastrointestinal tract (GIT)[10].

This review article will provide a summary of the major studies on FTRD, highlighting recent 
advances and current challenges, in the hopes that practicing endoscopists will be better equipped to 
understand the role and limitations of, and potentially utilize, this novel and important resection 
technique.

DEVICE
The FTRD system, a combined full-thickness resection and closure device, was first made available in 
Europe in 2014[11]. It has since been approved for use in the United States for colorectal EFTR in 2017 
and gastroduodenal EFTR in 2020[12].

The FTRD system is based on the principle of “close and resect” for EFTR. It uses the well-established 
OTSC system (Ovesco Endoscopy AG, Tuebingen, Germany), which allows for full-thickness tissue 
apposition deeper to the lesion first, followed by full-thickness resection above the clip, thereby 
performing EFTR without exposure of the peritoneal cavity[13]. The FTRD system (Figure 1) consists of 
a clear, plastic distal attachment cap that has a mounted ready-for-use 14 mm nickel titanium alloy 
(Nitinol) clip, integrated 14 mm monofilament snare and thread, thread retriever, endoscope sleeve with 
fixation tapes, and a hand wheel. Separately, an FTRD Marking Probe (Figure 2A) and FTRD Grasper 
(Figure 2B) are provided as part of the FTRD set. These individual instruments can be advanced 
through the working channel for marking and mobilization of the target lesion, respectively. The FTRD 
system is suitable for use for endoscopes having a diameter of 11.5-13.2 mm and a working channel 
diameter of 3.2 mm. The cap diameter is 21 mm and the cap depth is 23 mm.

The initial FTRD system was fashioned for use in the colorectum and is now marketed as the colonic 
FTRD©. With recent advances demonstrating the role of the FTRD in the upper GIT, an additional 
FTRD system called the gastroduodenal FTRD© has now become available. The gastroduodenal FTRD 
system is smaller in caliber and additionally comes with an insertion balloon and guide wire to help 
facilitate passage of the FTRD through the upper esophageal sphincter and pylorus (Figure 2C). A 

https://www.wjgnet.com/1007-9327/full/v29/i25/4009.htm
https://dx.doi.org/10.3748/wjg.v29.i25.4009
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Figure 1 The colonic full-thickness resection device system. A: Hand wheel; B: Thread Retriever; C: Thread; D: Distal attachment cap with affixed over-
the-scope-clip; E: Endoscope sleeve; F: Integrated snare; G: Snare lock. Images provided by Ovesco Endoscopy.

Figure 2 Full-thickness resection device separately included items. A: Marking probe; B: Grasper; C: Guidewire and balloon (diagram) — for 
gastroduodenal full-thickness resection device (FTRD)®; D: Modified anchor — for gastroduodenal FTRD®; E: prOVE cap. Images courtesy of Ovesco Endoscopy.

separate modified Anchor (Figure 2D) is also available to allow for better tissue mobilization (i.e., for 
subepithelial lesions). The gastroduodenal FTRD is suitable for endoscopes having a diameter of 10.5-
12.0 mm and a working channel diameter of 3.7 mm. The cap diameter is 19.5 mm and the cap depth is 
23 mm.

Recently, a third FTRD system called the diagnostic FTRD© was made available for use in the 
colorectum for diagnostic resection, or full-thickness biopsy. This system is nearly identical to the 
colonic FTRD system but is smaller in size allowing for full-thickness resection of lesser tissue volume 
when desired for diagnostic purposes. The diagnostic FTRD system can also be applied to a pediatric 
colonoscope allowing for increased flexibility and mobility. The diagnostic FTRD system is suitable for 
endoscopes having a diameter of 10.5-12.0 mm and a working channel diameter of 3.2 mm. The cap 
diameter is 19.5 mm and the cap depth is 23 mm.

TECHNIQUE
Once a target lesion in the GIT is identified, its margins are delineated with the FTRD Marking Probe 
ensuring a margin of normal surrounding tissue (Figure 3A). The endoscope is then withdrawn from 
the patient. It is often cumbersome to advance the endoscope (with the attached stiff FTRD cap) to the 
lesion (especially lesions located in the right colon), and sometimes difficult to grasp and bring a scarred 
lesion into the cap. Hence many endoscopists will first attach a test cap — the FTRD prOVE cap (a 
“blank” cap similar to the FTRD cap but without the mounted clip or snare; see Figure 2E) — to the 
endoscope to perform a “test run” without using the FTRD, which may otherwise be wasted if unable to 
be advanced to the lesion. Once it is confirmed that the endoscope with the attached prOVE cap can be 
advanced to the lesion and the lesion able to be brought inside the cap, the endoscope is withdrawn and 
fitted with the “real” FTRD system. The hand wheel (Figure 1A) is first inserted into the working 
channel of the endoscope. The thread retriever (Figure 1B) is then inserted into the working channel and 
used to retrieve the thread (Figure 1C) allowing for attachment of the plastic attachment cap (Figure 1D) 
onto the distal end of the endoscope. The distal attachment cap has a preloaded clip attached to the 
thread that runs inside the working channel of the endoscope and attaches to the hand wheel, as well as 
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Figure 3 Technique for accomplishing endoscopic full-thickness resection using the full-thickness resection device. A: Borders of target 
lesion marked using full-thickness resection device (FTRD) Marking Probe; B: FTRD Grasper positioned over target lesion; C: FTRD Grasper opened over target 
lesion; D: Target lesion grasped and pulled into cap; E: Over-the-scope-clip deployed; F: Specimen resected with electrosurgical snare. Images provided by Ovesco 
Endoscopy.

a preloaded snare that runs outside of the endoscope. The accompanying endoscope sleeve (Figure 1E) 
and adhesion tapes help affix the snare (Figure 1F) to the outside of the endoscope and prevent 
inadvertent twisting of the snare around the endoscope or entrapment of tissue between the snare and 
the endoscope. Turning of the hand wheel allows for adjusting tension on the thread, and eventually, 
deployment of the clip. A snare lock (Figure 1G) helps prevent inadvertent snare opening and can be 
removed to “unlock” the snare once ready for use. The endoscope with the attached FTRD system is 
then re-inserted into the GIT to the target lesion. Next, with the tip of the cap appropriately positioned 
over the lesion (Figure 3B), the FTRD Grasper is used to grasp (Figure 3C) and mobilize the lesion 
completely within the cap (Figure 3D). All markings made by the FTRD Marking Probe should be 
visible inside the cap. Suction should not be used to draw the lesion into the cap as this may bring in 
extraluminal structures (e.g., small bowel) into the cap causing significant injury to adjacent organs and 
structures. Finally, the clip is deployed (Figure 3E) by turning the hand wheel, and the lesion 
immediately resected with the snare using an electrosurgical current (Figure 3F) while being firmly 
grasped with the Grasper. It should be noted that once the lesion is brought into the cap, these steps 
should be performed quickly and sequentially in this specific order to prevent perforation and/or the 
lesion slipping out of the cap. The resected specimen is retrieved by withdrawing the endoscope with 
the lesion held by the Grasper. The endoscope without the attached FTRD is then reinserted to inspect 
the resection site for complete resection and confirm the absence of adverse events (AEs) (Figure 4).

PROOF OF CONCEPT AND PRECLINICAL DATA
Earlier studies established efficacy and safety of the OTSC system for endoscopic closure of 
gastrointestinal perforations and surgical anastomotic leaks and fistulas[14,15]. Following these data, 
several observational experiences and case series were described using an OTSC-assisted method for 
resection of gastrointestinal lesions, whereby the OTSC system was used to deploy the clip deep to a 
lesion prior to snare resection[16-18]. Based on these experiences, the basis for the FTRD system — a 
combined device containing an OTSC system plus a preloaded snare — was developed.

An early preclinical study using the FTRD in an animal (porcine) model demonstrated safety and 
efficacy[11]. The FTRD was used for resection of the colon wall in 11 pigs, and 7 and 28-d follow up 
study sessions were performed to evaluate the clip application site. Clips were still present in all but one 
case at 28 d and adherent stool and fibrin were found on the clips. There were mild inflammatory 
reactions seen histologically at day 7, but no acute inflammation was noted on day 28. The underlying 
tissue at the clip bed showed no signs of dehiscence or ischemia. Manometric pressure tests 
demonstrated no leak. Histology assessments revealed successful full-thickness resection (mucosa to 
serosa) in all cases.
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Figure 4 Endoscopic images of full-thickness resection device. A: Full-thickness resection device (FTRD) Marking Probe used to mark the target lesion 
(non-lifting polyp); B: FTRD Grasper used to grasp the lesion and pull into the cap followed by successful clip deployment; C: Resection site after FTRD; D: Resected 
specimen. Images courtesy of Dr. Wagh MS.

CURRENT APPLICATIONS AND CLINICAL DATA
Study search and inclusion criteria
A summary of the major studies investigating the FTRD are included below. The keywords "endoscopic 
full thickness resection", “full thickness resection device,” and “FTRD” were used for the initial query 
on PubMed. Studies published within a 10-year period from January 1, 2011-December 31, 2021, were 
considered for inclusion. To be considered for inclusion in this review, studies had to be original 
research studies using the Ovesco Endoscopy FTRD (other devices described for EFTR were not 
included) and be designed as prospective or retrospective studies. Observational studies, case reports, 
preclinical animal studies and proof of concept studies were not included. Studies that did not report 
the type of lesion, technical success rates, R0 resection rates, full-thickness resection rates, and rates of 
AEs were also not included.

Colorectal FTRD
The first clinical experience using the FTRD was published in 2015[19]. In this retrospective, two-center 
European study, 24 patients who underwent resection of colorectal lesions with the FTRD were 
identified. Indications included recurrent or incompletely resected adenomas with a non-lifting sign (n 
= 11), appendiceal adenomas (n = 5), untreated adenomas with a non-lifting sign (n = 2), incomplete 
resection of T1 carcinoma (n = 2), submucosal tumors (n = 2), adenoma within diverticulum (n = 1), flat 
adenoma in a coagulopathic patient (n = 1), and diagnostic resection in a patient with suspected 
Hirschsprung’s disease (n = 1). Technical success (complete en bloc resection) was achieved in 20/24 
(83.3%) patients and R0 resection (histologically complete resection with tumor-free margins) in 18/24 
(75.0%) patients. Two patients developed post-polypectomy syndrome and required antibiotics, but 
there were no other reported AEs including no perforations or major bleeding events.

This study has been followed by numerous retrospective and prospective studies demonstrating 
safety and efficacy of FTRD in the colon and rectum (see Table 1 for summary of major clinical studies 
with current applications of FTRD for EFTR)[12,20-27]. In the largest, prospective multicenter study to 
date, 181 patients were recruited to receive EFTR with the FTRD system[25]. Indications for EFTR 
included “difficult” adenomas (n = 143), early carcinomas (n = 15), and subepithelial tumors (n = 23). 
“Difficult” adenomas included adenomas with a non-lifting sign, adenomas at the appendiceal orifice, 
and adenomas at a diverticulum. Technical success was achieved in 89.5% of cases and R0 resection in 
76.9% of cases. AEs were noted in 18/181 (9.9%) patients and included bleeding (4/18), post-
polypectomy syndrome (3/18), perforation (6/18), acute appendicitis (3/18), abdominal pain without 
clear etiology on laboratory and radiographic work-up (1/18), and enterocolonic fistula formation (1/
18). All four patients with bleeding were treated conservatively and did not require transfusion of blood 
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Table 1 Summary of major clinical studies with current applications of full-thickness resection device for endoscopic full-thickness 
resection

Ref. Study type

Total 
FTRD 
cases, 
n

Site (s) Type of lesion
Technical 
success, 
%

R0 
resection, 
%

Full-
thickness 
resection, 
%

Adverse 
events, 
%

1 Schmidt et al
[19]

Retrospective 24 Colon; Rectum Non-lifting polyps (n = 13); 
Appendiceal polyps (n = 5); 
Diagnostic (n = 3); 
Subepithelial tumor (n = 2); 
Polyp involving diverticulum 
(n = 1)

83.3 75.0 87.5 8.3 

2 Schmidt et al
[25]

Prospective 181 Colon; Rectum Difficult adenomas (79.0%); 
Cancer (8.3%); Subepithelial 
tumor (12.7%)

89.5 76.9 81.0 9.9

3 Meier et al
[12]

Retrospective 1178 Colon; Rectum Difficult adenomas (67.1%); 
Cancer (18.4%); Subepithelial 
tumor (6.8%); Diagnostic 
(1.3%)

88.2 80.0 89.9 12.1

4 Boger et al
[23]

Retrospective 68 Colon; Rectum Non-lifting polyps (n = 29); 
Cancer (n = 13); Subepithelial 
tumor (n = 9); Polyps in 
appendix or diverticulum (n = 
17)

88.2 76.8 NA 5.9

5 Hajifathalian 
et al[37]

Retrospective 56 Stomach; 
Duodenum

Mesenchymal neoplasm 
including GIST (n = 26); 
Diagnostic (n = 10), NET (n = 
9); Adenomas (n = 6); 
Adenocarcinoma (n = 5)

93.0 68.0 NA 21.0

6 Meier et al
[39]

Prospective 29 Stomach Subepithelial tumor (n = 29) 89.7 76.0 65.5 31.0

7 Ichkhanian et 
al[20]

Retrospective 66 Colon/appendiceal 
orifice

Polyps involving appendiceal 
orifice

89.0 93.0 91.0 17.0

8 Zwager et al
[28]

Prospective 367 Colon; Rectum Difficult polyps (n = 133); T1 
cancer (n = 71); Incomplete 
resection (n = 150); 
Subepithelial tumors (n = 13)

83.9 82.4 83.2 9.3

9 Zwager et al
[29]

Retrospective 330 Colon; Rectum Primary resection of T1 cancer 
(n = 132); Secondary resection 
of T1 cancer (n = 198)

87.0 85.6 NA 2.2

FTRD: Full-thickness resection device; GIST: Gastrointestinal stromal tumors; NA: Not available; NET: Neuroendocrine tumor.

products. Emergency surgery was required in 3/181 (2.2%) patients.
The results of a recent large retrospective analysis using the German colonic FTRD registry (n = 1178) 

reported similar findings, corroborating the previously reported findings of smaller studies[12]. 
Indications included difficult adenomas, early carcinomas, subepithelial tumors, and diagnostic 
resection. The technical success rate was 88.2% and R0 resection rate 80.0. The AE rate was 12.1% with 
3.1% being major AEs. A similar but smaller retrospective study from the UK FTRD registry (n = 68) 
reported similar outcomes23 with technical success rate 88.2%, R0 resection rate 76.8%, and AE rate 5.9%. 
This has since been further replicated in a larger Dutch FTRD registry (n = 367) with technical success 
rate 83.9%, R0 resection rate 82.4%, full-thickness resection rate 83.2%, and AE rate 9.3%[28].

Colorectal FTRD for early cancer, lesions at the appendix, and subepithelial lesions
Studies have reported slight variations (albeit with comparable success) in outcomes for FTRD 
depending on the indication for EFTR. Regarding FTRD use for early cancer, a recent study of 156 
patients with a histologically proven diagnosis of adenocarcinoma showed FTRD to have a technical 
success rate of 92.3% and R0 resection rate of 71.8%. Serious AEs were reported in 3.9% of patients[24]. 
In a subgroup analysis from the previously mentioned retrospective study using the German colonic 
FTRD registry by Meier et al[12], 217 cases of FTRD in early cancers were identified. Technical success 
was reported to be 84.6% and R0 resection in 82.8% of cases. In a separate analysis by Schmidt et al[25], 
29 cases of FTRD for early carcinomas were identified (14 harbored unsuspected cancer and 15 were 
known cancers). R0 resection was achieved in 72.4% of cases, but curative resection could only be 
achieved in 44.8% of cases. Similarly, a study from the Dutch FTRD registry showed overall technical 
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success, R0 resection, and AE rates of 87.0%, 85.6%, and 2.2%. However, the curative resection rate was 
only 60.3% with a curative resection rate of 23.7% for primary resection of T1 cancers[29]. Hence, given 
these low curative resection rates, there is some uncertainty regarding the role of FTRD as primary use 
for early cancers.

For lesions at the appendiceal orifice, a recent study of 66 patients demonstrated a technical success 
rate of 89% and R0 resection rate of 79%[20] using FTRD. Of note, 17.2% of patients developed 
appendicitis and 10.3% of patients (60% of those who developed appendicitis) required surgical 
appendectomy. Factors associated with risk of appendicitis included male sex (odds ratio: 1.2, P = 0.03) 
and failure to achieve histologic full-thickness resection (odds ratio: 1.5, P = 0.04)[20]. The high rates of 
appendicitis for this indication have raised concerns regarding the use of FTRD for appendiceal lesions. 
Further highly powered studies are needed to clarify the safety of FTRD for these lesions.

There is a lack of highly powered studies investigating FTRD for subepithelial tumors. A recent study 
of 40 patients with rectal neuroendocrine tumors (NETs) did report a technical success rate of 100%, R0 
resection rate of 100%, and no AEs[21]. While these outcomes should be interpreted cautiously in the 
setting of a small sample size, the reported success is nonetheless encouraging and in line with the 
success reported in other FTRD studies[12,22,23,25]. In a subgroup analysis using the German colonic 
FTRD registry by Meier et al[12], 80 cases of FTRD for subepithelial tumors were identified. The 
technical success rate was 97.3% and R0 resection rate was 97%. R0 resection was significantly higher for 
subepithelial tumors compared with that for other lesions in the German FTRD registry (77.2% for 
difficult adenomas, 82.8% for early cancers). Data regarding AE rates within the subgroup analysis were 
not available. In a separate subgroup analysis from Schmidt et al[25], 23 cases of FTRD for indication of 
subepithelial lesions were identified, with R0 resection rate of 87%. Overall, FTRD for subepithelial 
lesions seems to be very effective, with greater technical success and R0 resection than FTRD for other 
lesions.

Subgroup analyses have also been performed in studies to determine whether differences in 
outcomes may be related to other factors such as lesion location, lesion size, and prior treatment. 
Findings have varied[12,25], though by and large, there does not appear to be convincing evidence of 
any significant differences in technical success and other outcomes based on lesion location, size, or 
prior treatment[12]. Further studies may help better clarify what factors independently predict these 
outcomes of success.

Similar technical success and R0 resection rates have been reported for EMR and ESD[30,31]. ESD has 
been associated with greater R0 resection rates than EMR, but is also associated with greater rates of 
AEs like perforation and major bleeding. Direct comparisons of technical success and R0 resection 
between EMR/ESD and FTRD are difficult to make, as the majority of indications for FTRD currently 
are for lesions deemed difficult or challenging to resect via EMR or ESD. Few studies have reported on 
the efficacy of salvage ESD (ESD performed for residual or locally recurrent non-lifting lesions), which 
would likely be a better comparator group for FTRD, but these few small studies do appear to suggest 
comparable rates of success[32,33]. Similar AE rates have been reported for ESD and FRTD[31]. 
However, procedural time for ESD is considerably longer than FTRD[31].

Overall, EFTR with the FTRD system in the colorectum appears to be safe and efficacious. Common 
indications for FTRD in the lower GIT include select lesions difficult to resect by more conventional 
approaches (i.e., non-lifting adenomas, adenomas at appendiceal orifice, adenomas at diverticulum), 
early cancers, subepithelial lesions, and diagnostic resection. Very large lesions > 3 cm may not be 
appropriate for FTRD.

Gastroduodenal FTRD
Recently, a newer and smaller caliber FTRD, the gastroduodenal FTRD©, has become available for use 
in the upper GIT.

Prior to the development of the newer gastroduodenal FTRD system, experiences using the 
traditional FTRD system (now known as the colonic FTRD©) in the upper GIT were reported[34-36]. 
These were primarily case reports and small case series dating as far back as 2014 (when the FTRD first 
became available in Europe) reporting safe and successful use of the FTRD in the stomach and 
duodenum in patients with malignant or large, nonmalignant subepithelial lesions who were deemed 
unsuitable for surgery[34-36]. Several retrospective analyses have followed demonstrating safety and 
efficacy of FTRD in the UGIT[37,38]. The largest of these was an international multicenter trial of 56 
patients across 13 centers[37]. Common indications included gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST), 
adenomas, hamartomas, and adenocarcinomas. Results showed a technical success rate of 77% and R0 
resection rate of 68%. The AE rate was 21%, though none were classified as severe AEs. Common AEs 
included intraprocedural and delayed bleeding. No perforations were reported.

Recently, a prospective multicenter pilot study (RESET trial) investigated the new gastroduodenal 
FTRD in the upper GIT[39]. 29 patients underwent EFTR with the gastroduodenal FTRD in this trial for 
gastric subepithelial tumors, which included leiomyomas, lipomas, schwannomas, ectopic pancreas, 
GISTs, and NETs. The technical success rate was 89% and the R0 resection rate was 76%. Minor bleeding 
occurred in 31% of cases and was able to be managed intraprocedurally in all cases. No transfusion of 
blood products was required nor was any further bleeding observed. No other AEs were reported. The 
success rates and AE rates reported here are similar to those reported with FTRD in the lower GIT.
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To our knowledge, there is only one single report on the use of the FTRD in the esophagus[37]. 
However, this was reported as part of a larger multicenter study, and it is not evident whether this case 
was technically successful or associated with any AEs.

Similar to FTRD in the lower GIT, various subgroup analyses have been performed to ascertain 
whether outcomes of FTRD in the upper GIT are associated with other variables. Thus far, variables 
such as indication, lesion size, lesion location, prior treatment, participating center, or number of FTRD 
cases performed by the endoscopist have not been clearly associated with technical success and other 
success outcomes[37,39]. Further studies are needed to help delineate the impact of these individual 
factors on gastroduodenal FTRD outcomes.

Overall, early data suggests that FTRD in the upper GIT appears to be feasible, safe, and efficacious. 
Common indications include gastric and duodenal subepithelial lesions, adenomas, and early cancer. 
However, given the paucity of data of FTRD in the upper GIT compared to the lower GIT, further 
studies are needed to further clarify the indications, especially for the indication of early cancer, as well 
as clarify overall safety and efficacy.

EMERGING APPLICATIONS
Hybrid FTRD
In cases with lesions > 3 cm or where en bloc EFTR appears challenging for other reasons, various hybrid 
techniques have been proposed. These have been referred to by varying names including Hybrid FTRD, 
EMR + FTRD, and ESD + FTRD. In general, these hybrid techniques refer to using either piecemeal EMR 
or ESD followed by FTRD of scarred areas or residual abnormal appearing tissue. Hybrid techniques 
have shown some promise in small case series[40-44]. However, further evaluation in larger scale 
studies is needed to draw conclusions on their routine use.

TECHNICAL CHALLENGES
Several limitations of the FTRD have been reported. One technical challenge is the difficulty in resecting 
larger lesions. With a cap diameter of 21 mm and cap depth of 23 mm for the standard colonic FTRD 
(and smaller for the gastroduodenal FTRD and diagnostic FTRD), it is often difficult to adequately grasp 
large lesions (> 3 cm) to accomplish en bloc resection. In addition, these lesions are often scarred and 
fixed to the colon wall, and therefore may be difficult to grasp and bring into the cap even if they are 
smaller than 3 cm. The length and stiffness of the plastic cap can also interfere with visualization and 
flexibility at the scope tip, thereby making it quite cumbersome to advance the colonoscope with the 
FTRD across a tortuous sigmoid and especially to the right colon. As described earlier, a proprietary test 
cap called the FTRD prOVE Cap© is available to help circumvent some of these issues and to determine 
whether a target lesion can be reached and might be suitable for resection with FTRD. The long plastic 
sheath that wraps around the scope shaft can increase friction of the device and also make advancement 
of the scope through tight or tortuous anatomic locations difficult. Some endoscopists leave a guidewire 
in the colon after the diagnostic colonoscopy is performed. The colonoscope with the attached FTRD is 
then advanced alongside the guidewire, following the guidewire to the lesion, overcoming the limited 
visualization and maneuverability with the FTRD cap. Device failure (failure of the clip to fully cinch 
down or complete malfunction of the clip or snare’s opening and closing functions) and premature clip 
deployment leading to immediate perforation or incomplete resection have been reported[12]. Risk 
factors for incomplete or partial resection include tissue fibrosis, right-sided colonic lesions, and size > 3 
cm[25]. It should be emphasized that clip placement must be immediately followed by prompt snare 
resection, often requiring good communication and teamwork between the endoscopist and assistants 
handling the snare and grasper. It is important to have the endoscopist fire the clip and have two 
separate assistants operate the grasper and snare. Delay in snare resection after clip placement, slippage 
of the lesion from the grasper, or inadvertently performing snare resection before firing the clip can 
result in incomplete resection or immediate perforation. As with other endoscopic devices and 
techniques, EFTR with the FTRD requires adequate training and endoscopic skill. Completion of 
mandatory training is required prior to the purchase and use of FTRD.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Currently, there is a lack of direct comparison between FTRD and other standard resection approaches 
such as EMR and ESD. Direct comparisons between FTRD and more standard approaches are needed to 
further clarity the role of FTRD, whether it is merely adjunctive to standard approaches or may be a 
suitable primary or “standard” approach itself. Cost-effectiveness studies may help further clarify this 
role as well. Recently, laparoscopic and endoscopic cooperative surgery (LECS) has been described as a 
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less invasive approach to resecting lesions in the GIT, such as GIST[45]. Prospective studies comparing 
FTRD with LECS and other similar novel minimally-invasive surgical techniques will help clarify the 
advantage of FTRD over these novel surgical approaches. Studies investigating longer term outcomes 
are also needed, especially regarding AEs and the ability to perform adequate endoscopic examination 
of the full-thickness resection site during follow-up and surveillance. This may be challenging if the 
FTRD clip is still in place and not fallen off. There are still concerns regarding AEs with EFTR with 
FTRD, especially for resection of lesions at the appendiceal orifice and with regards to delayed 
perforation. Long term data are needed on specific outcomes such as the development of an appendiceal 
mucocele or delayed appendicitis after using FTRD in this location. It is also tempting to consider 
whether there might be safe applications for the FTRD in the esophagus, particularly in the treatment of 
early carcinomas or subepithelial lesions. Future studies may help clarify this and other expanded roles 
of FTRD.

CONCLUSION
EFTR can be successfully and safely accomplished with the FTRD system. The role of FTRD has 
expanded in recent years and the FTRD is currently available for use in the lower and upper GIT. EFTR 
with FTRD is a crucial addition to the endoscopic armamentarium for resection of gastrointestinal 
lesions and reducing need for more invasive surgery. Common indications for its use include resection 
of lesions difficult to resect with conventional techniques like EMR and ESD, such as scarred or non-
lifting polyps, early cancers, subepithelial lesions, and diagnostic resection for evaluation of various 
neuromuscular or entero-infiltrative conditions (e.g., Hirschsprung disease, gastrointestinal 
amyloidosis). EFTR with FTRD has a high technical success and R0 resection rate, and AE rates are 
acceptable, especially when used as a less invasive option for lesions not amenable for standard 
endoscopic resection. Common AEs include bleeding and perforation, and further long-term data on 
unique complications such as post-polypectomy syndrome, delayed perforation, acute appendicitis, and 
enterocolonic fistula are needed. Several technical challenges exist and endoscopists should be 
adequately trained on the FTRD system prior to use in clinical practice. FTRD, used in its proper 
context, has the ability to be a major advancement in endoscopic resection for populations felt to be too 
high risk for traditional resection techniques and surgery (e.g., elderly patients, patients at high risk of 
bleeding, high risk for anesthesia).
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